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SpORtI: The species originality and rarity index combines phylogenetic and 
functional originality with rarity metrics to provide a new perspective on 
species rarity 
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A B S T R A C T   

Methods used to assign rarity among species are fundamental to our ecological understanding and conservation 
of species that are most vulnerable to extinction or extirpation. Bees (Hymenoptera: Apoidea: Anthophila) are at 
the forefront of declines in pollinator diversity and a comprehensive understanding of their conservation re-
quirements in any landscape is essential. Rarity is generally defined in terms of numerical abundance and 
geographical distribution, though aspects of species life history, such as degree of specialization and taxonomic 
relatedness, are also widely recognized as important. Incomplete information on the life histories of many taxa 
obliges ecologists to rely on species-level classifications of specialization provided by expert opinion or in 
published site- or region-specific studies. Descriptions of specialization are therefore rooted in characterization of 
the habitat and introduce subjectivity into rarity calculations through assumptions of how species perceive and 
use resources. An alternative approach that may reduce this level of subjectivity is to incorporate important life- 
history elements into species rarity assessments, which are traits of the organism itself and not its environment. 
Phylogenetic and functional originality are metrics which have been presented as useful for characterizing the 
uniqueness of species, and thus for developing a more informed index of species rarity. This study describes our 
Species Originality and Rarity Index (SpORtI) for bees that includes variables reflecting five rarity and originality 
metrics for each species: numeric rarity, geographic rarity, phenological rarity, phylogenetic originality, and 
functional originality. We compared species-specific rarity weights generated with this approach against other 
indices using a bee dataset collected over three years across the 520,000-km2 land area of the Great Lakes Basin 
and within the United States and found that rankings using our approach differed significantly from other 
indices. Our index represents an improvement on previous approaches since it incorporates key information 
identified by other researchers and avoids potential subjectivity associated with assigning habitat specialization. 
Importantly, SpORtI has the added advantage to incorporate updated species life-history traits reported in the 
literature to allow for the most comprehensive and timely rarity index. This new index will aid researchers and 
practitioners in determining what species to focus conservation efforts on, as well as which management 
treatments and environmental factors affect our most vulnerable species of bees, or other taxa, so that limited 
resources can be applied to focal areas of conservation concern more effectively and efficiently.   

1. Introduction 

Ecological application of the ‘rarity’ concept includes designating 
some species as more important than others, particularly those at greater 
risk of extinction or extirpation (Flather and Seig, 2007). Land managers 
identify habitats of conservation concern and achieve conservation ob-
jectives with limited available resources by weighting the inherent value 

of each species to identify those that potentially require greater con-
servation intervention (Capmourteres and Anand, 2016; Marris, 2007; 
Kremen, 1992). Diverse arthropod taxa, including insect pollinators 
such as bees, butterflies, and beetles, are in the conservation limelight 
following reports of declines in their global populations and pollination 
services in response to anthropogenic changes (Wagner et al., 2021; 
Eisenhauer et al., 2019; Seibold et al., 2019; Koh et al., 2016; Vanbergen 
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et al., 2013; Winfree et al., 2011; Kremen, 1992). The importance of 
accurately assigning rarity ranks to bee species is consequently essential 
to bee and pollinator conservation. Unfortunately, as our general un-
derstanding of factors that lead to the vulnerability of a species im-
proves, so too does the complexity in producing a comprehensive 
method that establishes the relative rarity of a species. 

By its simplest definition, rare species are those with lower abun-
dances and smaller geographic range sizes relative to other species 
(Gaston, 1994; Preston, 1948), and prior characterizations of species 
rarity have incorporated these two metrics (Maciel, 2021; Harrison 
et al., 2019; Leitão et al., 2016; Leroy et al., 2011), but there are addi-
tional species-specific factors that influence species vulnerability (Kon-
dratyeva et al., 2019; Drever et al., 2012; Kunin and Gaston, 1997; 
Gaston, 1994). For example, species with short active seasons are more 
likely considered rare, suggesting that phenology may be important to 
include in species rarity calculations for bees and other taxa (Wilfahrt 
et al., 2021; Harrison et al., 2019; Flather and Seig, 2007; Reveal, 1981; 
Schoener, 1974). Phylogenetic comparisons have further demonstrated 
that species extinctions and local extirpations were not taxonomically 
random and thus, influential to species rarity even if unrelated to 
abundance (Grab et al., 2019; Hendrix et al., 2018; Silva et al., 2012; 
Cadotte and Davies, 2010; Schwartz and Simberloff, 2001; Purvis et al., 
2000; Gaston, 1994). Since species functional traits largely determine 
behavior and resource use (Mori et al., 2013; Winfree et al., 2011), an 
informed rarity metric should also consider the uniqueness of species 
life-history, or functional, traits (Kondratyeva et al., 2019; Vane-Wright 
et al., 1991), albeit in combination with other rarity metrics (Bartomeus 
et al., 2018). 

Despite the importance of all five of these species qualities to char-
acterizing species rarity, there is no single index for any taxon that in-
corporates them all: numeric rarity, geographic rarity, phenological 
rarity, phylogenetic originality, functional originality (Kondratyeva 
et al., 2019). For example, MacLeod et al. (2020) used numeric rarity 
from museum data to determine rarity of crop-pollinating bee species. 
Volenec and Smith (2021) created a hybrid (weighted) metric based on 
numeric and phenological rarity to evaluate effects of urban land use on 
rare bees of forest fragments. The most comprehensive calculation of bee 
rarity to date included numeric, geographic, and phenological rarity to 
understand how rare bees differentially responded to forest, agriculture, 
and urban land uses (Harrison et al., 2019). Outside the bee literature, 
methods to include phylogenetics or species functional traits in 
weighting species for conservation have been developed (Pavoine and 
Ricotta, 2021; Cadotte and Tucker, 2018; Cadotte and Davies, 2010; 
Rosauer et al., 2009). 

Perhaps the most popular approach to combine rarity and originality 
metrics in determining overall rarity was devised by Rabinowitz (1981) 
who used numeric and geographic rarity metrics to classify species as 
“generalists” or “specialists” to account for differences in specialization 
among species-habitat relationships in rarity calculations (overview of 
work since described in Maciel, 2021; Leitão et al., 2016; Rabinowitz 
et al., 1986). Maciel (2021) converted this approach to categorizing 
species based on rarity into a continuous index value using the inverse of 
the maximum number of habitat types occupied by a species as proxy for 
habitat specialization. However, basing habitat specialization on oc-
currences among habitat types conceptually increases subjectivity 
through the additional assumption that all species within the considered 
taxon interact within the landscape at the same scale and are responsive 
to the same general patterns of vegetation as defined by ‘habitat type’, 
which may or may not reflect required resources for species (Kirk et al., 
2018; Krausman and Morrison, 2016). Using this approach will result in 
variation in the relative rankings of species within the rarity index 
depending on the resolution at which a taxon is evaluated even when 
scale is kept constant, which is particularly problematic for mobile taxa. 
For instance, the International Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN) 
recognizes three hierarchical levels, or resolutions, of habitat types, 
many of which are still in development (IUCN, 2021a). Additionally, all 

species would receive the same score for habitat specialization if they 
occurred in the same habitat types, and complications may arise if the 
habitat type of an area needs reclassified following land-use changes or 
profound effects from invasive species (Jung et al., 2020; Pyšek and 
Richardson, 2010). These issues can be eliminated by using species- 
centric metrics in the calculation of species rarity indices, rather than 
making assumptions about their specialization relative to habitat. 

The methods used to calculate the metrics employed for character-
izing species rarity have also varied, which may affect species rankings 
and their interpretation. A review of metric calculation methods is 
outside the scope of this paper, but conceptual differences among pop-
ular approaches deserve introduction. Numeric rarity is generally 
calculated using species abundances to represent population size (Gas-
ton, 1994; e.g., Maciel, 2021; MacLeod et al., 2020; Leitão et al., 2016). 
However, taxa that exhibit different breeding systems, including the 
variable nesting aggregation behaviors or sociality observed in bees and 
birds, may be more accurately represented by species occurrences (e.g., 
Volenec and Smith, 2021; MacLeod et al., 2020; Harrison et al., 2019) 
since the distribution of individuals among assemblages that include 
these species will be fundamentally different (Estrada and Arroyo, 
2012). There are two general approaches used to calculate geographical 
range sizes for species geographic rarity, including the extent of occur-
rence (e.g., Maciel, 2021; Harrison et al., 2019; Leitão et al., 2016), such 
as convex hulls that consider the area contained within extreme lat-
itudinal and longitudinal occurrence points, and area of occupancy 
(Kondratyeva et al., 2019; Gaston, 1994) which is the area of the sum-
med sizes of the sampled plots. The most pragmatic choice is often a 
compromise between the two approaches that addresses the sampling 
completeness biases of both (Gupta et al., 2020; Kondratyeva et al., 
2019; Fleming et al., 2017; Gaston and Fuller, 2009; Burgman and Fox, 
2003; Kunin and Gaston, 1997). Thus, the ideal method will find a 
balance between calculation ease and precision by using all species 
occurrence data and buffering those occurrences by a reasonable dis-
tance to create a geographic range that is largely unified yet can identify 
strong outliers in the dataset and potential physical barriers within the 
landscape without measuring them. 

Calculations of phenological rarity among bee studies have varied as 
well. For instance, MacLeod et al. (2020) justified phenological exclu-
sion based on previous studies that showed correlations between 
numeric and phenological rarity, while Volenec and Smith (2021) 
calculated numeric rarity as the maximum number of occurrences of a 
species within a month to account for species phenological differences. 
Indeed, singletons and doubletons (where only one or two individuals of 
a species are sampled, respectively) frequently comprise a large portion 
of species sampled in ecological studies of diverse taxa (Kunin and 
Gaston, 1997), which makes the accuracy of activity periods difficult to 
calculate in local and regional studies. Harrison et al. (2019) circum-
vented this issue by using museum specimens of bees specific to the 
study area to allow for temporal occurrences within a year to serve as an 
active flight window. 

In general, originality metrics have not been used in previous studies 
of bee rarity largely due to the extensive knowledge required for input 
data. For example, advanced molecular and statistical techniques are 
needed to establish phylogenetic distances among species. The tree 
produced by Hedtke et al. (2013) established global relationships 
among, and branch lengths for, >1,300 bee and wasp species but would 
be impractical for use in most field studies as the included species were 
not chosen based on geographic overlap, while the more localized 
assemblage of apple orchards in the northeastern United States analyzed 
by Grab et al. (2019) may be too specific for application to other sys-
tems. Nonetheless, molecular studies of bee phylogenetics may be ad-
vantageously combined to understand taxonomic hierarchies regardless 
of scale. If the interpretation of these complex analyses could be 
simplified in terms of uniform distances among nodes instead of branch 
lengths of a phylogenetic tree, rarity indices may be able to incorporate 
phylogenetic originality as a composite metric comprised of many 
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studies (Kondratyeva et al., 2019; Vane-Wright et al., 1991). 
Similarly, there are a variety of approaches to create a measure of 

functional originality from generalizable species traits (Kunin and Gas-
ton, 1997; Gaston, 1994). Functional attributes of species have been 
widely applied in bee studies (e.g., Fortuin and Gandhi, 2021, Odanaka 
and Rehan, 2021, Bartomeus et al., 2013), but recent reviews and meta- 
analyses concerning ecological traits that represent vulnerability in bees 
and other pollinators have provided clarity on which species attributes 
are most influential: sociality, diet, nesting habits, and body size (For-
tuin and Gandhi, 2021; Ghisbain et al., 2021; Bucholz and Egerer, 2020). 
Different reproductive strategies affect abundance or population size, as 
well as species range. For bees, this is best described in terms of sociality, 
which can directly affect the quantity of resources used and general 
interactions within the landscape (Kaluza et al., 2018; Müller et al., 
2006). Degree of diet specialization further determines how many types 
of resources are needed for provisioning brood which can result in a 
network of causal effects on species in the ecosystem depending on floral 
resource availability (Kaluza et al., 2018; Ogilvie and Forrest, 2017; 
Torné-Noguera et al., 2014; Roulston and Goodell, 2011). Since bees are 
centralized foragers, nesting habits emphasize unique combinations of 
necessary nesting and food resources within sustainable foraging dis-
tances (Antoine and Forrest, 2021; Harmon-Threatt, 2020; Potts et al., 
2005). Finally, body size is a determinant of dispersal ability, foraging 
distances, and energy needs of bees (Cholel et al., 2019; Greenleaf et al., 
2007). Though these traits are interconnected, they are also comple-
mentary and collectively determine how species interact within the 
environment (Ogilvie and Forrest, 2017). 

Given the need for a rarity index to inform conservation practices 
and ecological theory, as well as to address the potential limitations of 
previous approaches that did not include rarity and originality metrics 
together, we sought to design a rarity index that was more informed than 
other approaches through the evaluation of two criteria. First, additional 
and unique information must be included within the calculation of the 
new rarity index relative to other indices. Second, for the index to be 
considered more informed it must be deduced or inferred that this new 
information resulted in a different interpretation of species rarity. 
Therefore, we constructed a composite rarity index, the Species Origi-
nality and Rarity Index (SpORtI), for bees, encompassing five metrics 
and compared it to three other rarity indices that did not include orig-
inality metrics. The five metrics within SpORtI included: Numeric rarity 
to address relative commonness; geographic rarity to focus on spatial 
ranges that intersected the study area, phenological rarity to consider 
the temporal aspect of active flight seasons, phylogenetic originality to 
reflect the taxonomic uniqueness among species within the community, 
and functional originality based on a composite metric of nesting habits, 
diet specialization, body size, and reproductive strategy to include the 
ecological importance of unique combinations of traits known to affect 
the population (Fig. 1; Kondratyeva et al., 2019). Our approach first 
created a combined index for each species by standardizing species 
ranks such that the difference in rarity between any two consecutively 
ranked species was the same, and then the combined index was 
weighted based on species with greater rarity metric scores within each 
decile of the combined index. This process avoids the risk of mis-
interpretations from averaging weighted metrics (Maciel, 2021), yet still 

Fig. 1. Conceptual diagram of the process by which SpORtI was derived. In the first step, species scores were calculated for each metric, including: numeric rarity – 
probability of occurrence across samples; phenological rarity – middle 80 % of sampled dates augmented with GBIF (Global Biodiversity Information Facility) data; 
geographic rarity – proportion of land area within the Great Lakes Basin that overlaps species geographical range; phylogenetic originality – mean pairwise distance 
between nodes of composite phylogenetic tree; and functional originality – distance from centroid in multi-trait (diet specialization, body size, nesting habits, and 
sociality) space. In the second step, species scores were normalized and standardized between zero and one for each metric and a combined index was created by 
unweighted averaging across metrics. Within each decile of the combined index (n = 30 species in illustration), unstandardized scores of each rarity metric were 
raised to the third power and averaged in the third step to emphasize species with rare properties to create the Species Originality and Rarity Index. 
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emphasizes species that exhibit high rarity within a metric without 
allowing high or low rarity scores of any given metric to drive overall 
rarity rankings. 

2. Methods 

2.1. The data 

We developed this approach using a dataset with 11,547 bees iden-
tified to 218 species collected on 100 plots that were sampled three 
times annually during 2017, 2018, and 2019 with a combination of 
standardized hand netting and deployment of pan traps painted blue, 
yellow, or left white (herein ‘ bee bowls’). Sample plots were located 
within the Chequamegon-Nicolet, Finger Lakes, Hiawatha, Huron- 
Manistee, Ottawa, and Superior National Forests in the states of Mich-
igan, Minnesota, New York, and Wisconsin and included a total of 492 
samples. The sampled sites consisted of patches > 1 ha in size and > 1 
km apart that had been recently (≤20 years) treated by mowing, pre-
scribed fire or other means to enhance their value for wildlife, as well as 
reference sites that had experienced no management for >20 years. Full 
details of the experimental design along with the effects of management 
on bee communities will be published separately. 

Due to the taxonomic difficulties of many specimens and the ongoing 
considerations in the taxonomy of certain groups of species, we grouped 
Hylaeus affinis and H. modestus into H. affinis/modestus, Lasioglossum 
fattigi and L. paradmirandum into L. fattigi/paradmirandum, and 
L. ephialtum, L. oblongum, L. planatum, L. subviridatum, and L. taylorae 
into a subgroup of Lasioglossum referred herein as ‘L. viridatum-sub-
group’ following Gibbs et al. (2017) and treated each grouping as a 
species. By including all individuals that were identified either to species 
or species groups, our analytical approach to each rarity metric allowed 
flexibility to account for the multiple values of each metric. Each species 
within a species group was assigned a score for each metric, which were 
then averaged by species group before any indices were calculated. 
Since we introduced this approach in a conservation context, we 
removed all non-native species prior to analyses, including Andrena 
wilkella (27), Apis mellifera (301), Lasioglossum leucozonium (815), 
Lasioglossum zonulum (142), Megachile rotundata (2), Osmia cornifrons 
(7), and Osmia taurus (6). Therefore, information was used to calculated 
rarity metrics on 218 species, but the index includes 213 species, three of 
which are species groups. This approach to handle taxonomic issues 
lowered the number of species that were comparable within the final 
rarity index, which likely reduced the precision of the conclusions. Since 
the integrity of the data was retained by including trait comparisons 
among all 218 species, however, the relative species positioning within 
the index remained accurate. Alternatively, removing these species 
would have shifted the relationships, and thus the rarity ranks, among 
species, which could alter the interpretation of which species were more 
rare and potentially lead to less effective conservation recommendations 
and measures. 

2.2. Rarity metrics 

2.2.1. Numeric rarity 
We calculated numeric rarity as the inverse of the occurrence fre-

quency, which was based on the number of standardized sampling 
events (N = 492) and defined by a set of geographic coordinates, or plot, 
and date. Specimens caught by net and bee bowls during the same 24 h 
at a plot were considered to have been captured during the same sam-
pling event. 

2.2.2. Geographic rarity 
We calculated geographic rarity using a maximum entropy method 

of kernel densities (area of occupancy) on occurrences of our dataset 
enhanced with the full dataset of historic occurrence records in the 
United States and Canada downloaded from the Global Biodiversity 

Information Facility (GBIF) database publicly available at https://www. 
gbif.org/what-is-gbif (Table A1). Unique latitudinal and longitudinal 
sets of coordinates for each species were then extracted with the stringr 
package (Wickham, 2019) and used for all augmented calculations 
(Fig. A1a). We estimated kernel densities using the lowest confidence 
level of 0.0001 to represent an area of occupancy approach with mini-
mal assumptions (Wickham, 2016). Boundary coordinates of the 
resulting ggplot-object were imported into ArcMap 10.8.1, where we 
recreated the density polygons using the extension Tools for Graphics 
and Shapes (available at https://www.jennessent.com/arcgis/shape 
s_graphics.htm) and clipped the density polygons to a detailed map of 
the Great Lakes Basin since this was the region from which the speci-
mens were encountered, but also to illustrate that our approach is not 
limited by scale and can account for global commonness in assessments 
of species- or study-specific rarity. Therefore, geographic rarity was 
calculated as the inverse of the spatial range within the Great Lakes 
Basin (land area). 

2.2.3. Phenological rarity 
We derived phenological rarity using occurrence dates of our dataset 

enhanced with occurrence data from the GBIF database described pre-
viously. Since the flight season of bees varies geographically, we 
restricted the data enrichment to include only specimens encountered 
within the Great Lakes Basin (Fig. A1b). From the augmented dataset, 
we extracted the tenth and ninetieth percentile of the ordered Julian 
dates for each species to remove outliers from the dataset and focus on 
the primary flight period of bees in this region (Harrison et al., 2019). 
Thus, phenological rarity was calculated as the inverse of the number of 
days represented by the middle 80 % of occurrences within the study 
area. 

2.2.4. Phylogenetic originality 
We calculated phylogenetic originality using a composite approach 

and built a phylogenetic tree based on the combined work of others (e.g., 
Odanaka et al., 2022; Pisanty et al., 2022; Grab et al., 2019; Danforth 
et al., 2013; Gibbs et al., 2013; Rightmyer et al., 2013; Cameron et al., 
2007) that depicted currently accepted positions of divergence events of 
bee species (Fig. A2). Specifically, we used the ape package (Paradis 
et al., 2019) and Grafen branch lengths (rho = 0.6) assigned to species 
(Grafen, 1989) to derive our phylogenetic tree. From the tree, we 
calculated the average number of nodes between each species and every 
other species using the distNodes function in the RRphylo package 
(Castiglione et al., 2018). Species with incomplete phylogenies were 
automatically placed in the most precise hierarchical level (allowing 
multifurcation). This process was more sensitive to species with a more 
distinct, or unique, lineage (Mazel et al., 2016) and the mean pairwise 
distance among species served as the measure of phylogenetic origi-
nality. We used the phytools package (Revell, 2012) to create a visual of 
the tree (Fig. A2). 

2.2.5. Functional originality 
To calculate functional originality, we performed a factor analysis on 

mixed data (FAMD) using the FactoMineR package (Sebastien et al., 
2008). The FAMD is unique in its ability to consider continuous and 
categorical variables while equalizing the contribution of each variable 
to the placement of species within multidimensional space. This analysis 
yielded species distances from the centroid in multi-trait space that 
collectively represented a gradient of functional uniqueness among 
species within the study, where the most functionally unique species 
were farthest from the origin and had larger values of functional 
originality. 

Variables used within the analysis included standard life-history at-
tributes that characterize species ecologically to address more analogous 
traits that phylogenetic relationships may not specifically account for, 
including factors that affect adults and offspring, and were demon-
strated to influence species rarity: sociality (reproductive strategy), 
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nesting substrates (nesting habits), degree of diet specialization (diet 
requirements), and inter-tegular span (body size) (Ghisbain et al., 2021; 
Bucholz and Egerer, 2020; Table A2). We accounted for species that fell 
under multiple categories for a trait with multiple dummy species. We 
then averaged the distances of all trait combinations for each species in 
multivariate space to provide each species with a single functional 
uniqueness score. Information missing from the literature was either 
provided from the current study (body size measurements) or based on 
the typical attribute value of that group. For example, sociality of 
Lasioglossum (Dialictus) bees is quite diverse (Gibbs et al., 2013) but 
facultative or primitive social forms were most common of species in our 
dataset. Therefore, Dialictus species with unclassified sociality were 
considered as “social” (see below) for the analysis (Gibbs et al., 2012a). 

The terminology describing bee sociality is inconsistent and in 
debate (Wcislo and Fewell, 2017; Costa and Fitzgerald, 2005; Michener, 
1974). Here, we assigned the sociality of each bee species as ‘solitary’, 
‘communal’, ‘social’, or ‘parasitic’, which is broadly relative to the 
global pool of social categories for bees as defined by Michener (2007, 
1974) by focusing on the most common documented behaviors of the 
taxon. For instance, species that are typically solitary but may produce 
sister workers when resources are bountiful (known as facultative so-
ciality) were considered both ‘solitary’ and ‘social’. We considered all 
species that exhibit primitive to advance sociality behaviors (reviewed 
in Shell and Rehan, 2018) as ‘social’. Brood (clepto) and social para-
sitism have evolutionary and ecologically different foundations (Litman, 
2019, Sheffield et al., 2013; Gibbs et al., 2012b). However, the host 
knowledge gap of Sphecodes, a genus that exhibits both social and clepto- 
parasitism behaviors, is currently too great to warrant this division for 
our purposes. We also did not consider species that exhibit intraspecific 
usurpation or nest robbing due to the difficulties in discerning these 
species within the literature (Černá et al., 2013). 

We considered degree of diet specialization for each bee species, 
which ranged in classifications from one species of one genus (mono-
lectic) to more than four families (polylectic or broadly polylectic) (Cane 
and Sipes, 2006). Specialist bees were demonstrated to be of greater 
conservation concern (Bogusch et al., 2020), defending a prioritization 
for bees with specialized diets. Yet the composition of pollen fed to 
brood is an ever-changing formula based on individual or colony needs 
and local availability of pollen which result in a large continuous 
gradient of generalist to specialist foraging behavior (Kelly and Elle, 
2020; Wood et al., 2018; Smith et al., 2017; Danforth, 2002). Combined 
with recent DNA work showing higher floral species richness than pre-
viously thought in pollen provisions (reviewed in Lowe et al., 2022), this 
has likely led in part to the observed inconsistencies of where the 
oligolectic-polylectic boundary is (Table A2 & A3). Therefore, we relied 
on more recent publications to develop an ordinal classification system 
(most to least specialized) that accounts for the ‘gray’ areas of the 
intersection between polylects and oligolects as follows: highly 
specialized (1 genus), specialized (1 family), somewhat specialized (≤3 
families), not specialized (>3 families). Species with unrecorded 
foraging preferences were placed in the category ‘not specialized’. In 
addition, we classified diet specialization of parasitic species based on 
that of their known hosts since the ecological relevance of diet for any 
bee species pertains to effects of conditions, including pollen nutrition 
provisions, on developing offspring. 

We categorized nesting habits of bees as joint categories of nesting 
substrates and partition material. Nesting substrate included soil (sur-
face or below ground, including cavities or excavated), wood (cavities or 
excavated), twig (shaped pithy stems), and open (exposed to environ-
mental elements). These categories are broad, yet still provide 

information on the basic behavior, local preferences, and susceptibilities 
of species (Harmon-Threatt, 2020). Osmia conjuncta is unique in that it 
nests in snail shells, which for the purposes of our analyses, we cate-
gorized as ‘open’. Categories of nesting material focused on the partition 
of brood cells: leaves (leaf pieces or pulp), soil (all textures), resin, se-
cretions (wax or polyester), wood. We did not incorporate waterproof 
cell-lining behaviors (Harmon-Threatt, 2020), though we discuss how 
including this and other information into the trait calculations is 
anticipated to affect rarity ranks while addressing flexibility and limi-
tations of the index. We classified nesting substrates and materials of 
parasitic species based on those of their known hosts. 

Finally, we considered body size as a continuous variable. Kendrall 
et al. (2019) found bee body length, which is readily available in species 
descriptions, to be highly predictive of dry body mass (R2 = 0.92), but 
more studies use intertegular distance as a measure of body size (Ken-
drall et al., 2019; Burdine et al., 2018; Greenleaf et al., 2007; Bullock, 
1999; Cane, 1987). We initially searched the literature for intertegular 
measurements (e.g., Bartomeus et al., 2018; Cariveau et al., 2016; 
Greenleaf et al., 2007; Winfree et al., 2007; Cane, 1987), but studies did 
not provide individual male and female widths, measurements for the 
same species varied greatly among studies, or intertegular distances for 
the target species were simply not included likely because other mea-
surements, such as head width, wing length, and body length were the 
primary body measurements recorded for species descriptions (e.g., 
Gibbs, 2011, 2010; Mitchell 1962, 1960). Therefore, we measured and 
used the mean intertegular distance of up to three males and females of 
each species within the data set (Table A2) but note the correlation 
between body lengths from the literature and measured intertegular 
distance was >0.91 and similar to the correlation within specimens 
measured by Kendrall et al., (2019) of 0.95. Since each species received 
one score, the unweighted average body size of males and females were 
used if both were present in the study. 

2.3. Combining individual metrics 

Calculating the rarity index from the five rarity metrics included two 
steps. The first step involved combining the ranks of the individual 
metrics for each species to yield a single index value. The second step 
was to weight the combined index based on metric scores of species with 
greater rarity to adjust the species ranks and yield a final rarity index. To 
complete the first step and obtain the combined index, we scaled the raw 
scores of each metric between zero and one. This process normalized the 
metrics such that the value of one indicated the species with the least 
occurrences for numeric rarity (NRn), smallest spatial range for 
geographic rarity (GRn), shortest flight period for phenological rarity 
(PRn), greatest distance among nodes for phylogenetic originality 
(POn), or the greatest distance from the group centroid of trait combi-
nations for functional originality (FOn). To standardize the metrics, we 
then rescaled the normalized scores into equidistant values between 
zero and one to produce proportional ranks (NRs, GRs, PRs, POs, FOs) 
such that a value of one always indicated the rarest species. For example, 
the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd most rare species within any metric received the 
proportional rank value of 1.000, 0.995, and 0.991, respectively, given 
the 213 species considered in the final rankings (see Fig. 1 for conceptual 
example). To account for the inter-dependence among the proportional 
ranks of rarity metrics (Kondratyeva et al., 2019; Gaston, 1994), we 
adjusted each one based on its correlation (Pearson’s) with the others as 
in Leitão et al. (2016). Thus, the combined index score Ii for the ith 
species was calculated as.  

Ii =

[
(NRsi × wnr) +

(
GRsi × wgr

)
+
(
PRsi × wpr

)
+
(
POsi × wpo

)
+
(
FOsi × wfo

) ]

wnr + wgr + wpr + wpo + wfo
,
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where wnr, wgr, wpr, wpo, and wfo are weight parameters describing the 
relative independence of each ranked metric. For example, the ranked 
numeric rarity metric was weighted by wnr, which was calculated as. 

wnr =
1
4
+

[(1 −
⃒
⃒rnrgr

⃒
⃒

4

)

+

(1 −
⃒
⃒rnrpr

⃒
⃒

4

)

+

(1 −
⃒
⃒rnrpo

⃒
⃒

4

)

+

(1 −
⃒
⃒rnrfo

⃒
⃒

4

)]

,

where, for example, rnrgr is the Pearson’s correlation coefficient be-
tween the proportional ranks of numeric rarity and geographic rarity. 
The combined index was then rescaled as proportional ranks between 
zero and one as before in preparation for the application of rarity 
weights. 

2.4. Generating the final rarity index 

Low ranks in several metrics are not as meaningful as a high ranking 
of rarity in any metric in terms of rarity and vulnerability of the species. 
For example, Osmia inspergens had high rarity scores (>0.9) for phylo-
genetic and functional originality but low scores for the other three 
metrics and an overall standardized score of 0.77 in the unweighted 
combined index while Megachile brevis was in the same index decile yet 
only demonstrated a high phylogenetic originality score and was still 
considered rarer than O. inspergens with a combined index value of 0.80. 
This situation occurred because the lower metric scores were still on 
average higher for M. brevis than the lower four scores for O. inspergens. 
Therefore, we developed a weighting system that adjusted the species 
ranks within deciles of the combined index by emphasizing species with 
high scores in rarity metrics by allowing rankings in the combined index 
to shift as a function of the normalized scores of each metric. We limited 
the effect of rarity weighting by applying weights to species within each 
decile of the unweighted combined index separately. Therefore, a spe-
cies in the unweighted index and ranked within a decile could shift a 
maximum number of ranks such that that species remained in that 
decile. The final rarity index score SpORtIij for the ith species in decile j 
was thus calculated as: 

SpORtIij =
1
5

(
NRn0.5x

ij +GRn0.5x
ij +PRn0.5x

ij +POn0.5x
ij +FOn0.5x

ij +
)
,

where × is a positive whole number optimized such that the mean 
rank changes between all species in SpORtIx

ij − SpORtIx− 1
ij and 

SpORtIx+1
ij − SpORtIx

ij for all j were not significantly different as deter-
mined by a paired Wilcoxon Rank Test. We found an optimization at x =

6 for our data and raised each normalized metric score to a power of 
three (Table 1). This process shifted the relative ranking of species on 
average 6.3 ranks to favor those with high rarity in some metrics, while 
preserving the general structure of species rarity yielded by the stan-
dardized and unweighted combined index. This means that, for instance, 
all species in the first decile (most rare) retained a rarer rank than the 
other 90 % of species following the weighting process. Continuing the 
previous example within a decile, O. inspergens increased in rarity 5 

ranks while M. brevis fell 9 ranks, which yielded a final rarity weight 
(index value) of 0.80 for O. inspergens and 0.76 for M. brevis. Thus, using 
rarity weights based on species-specific metric scores to adjust index 
values derived from metric ranks (normalized and standardized) 
removed the interpretation biases associated with weighted averaging 
but still allowed for prioritization of species with rare properties by 
constraining the weighting effects. 

2.5. Comparing alternative approaches 

We compared our approach that derives a species originality and 
rarity index (herein ‘SpORtI approach’) with three alternative ap-
proaches previously presented in the literature, which we refer to as the 
“classic approach”, the “r-metric approach” and the “habitat-approach”. 
The “classic approach” included the combination of only numeric and 
geographic rarity (Gaston, 1994). The “r-metric approach” included a 
combination of numeric rarity, geographic rarity, and phenological 
rarity (Harrison et al., 2019). Finally, the “habitat approach” was 
comprised of numeric rarity, geographic rarity, and the habitat speci-
ficity index, which considered the habitat type that each species 
occurred in (Maciel, 2021) to address the role of habitat descriptors in 
representing habitat specialization in lieu of species traits. We compared 
these metrics based on the relative positioning of species within each of 
the four approaches to better understand how the incorporation of 
different or additional information into the rarity index altered the 
interpretation of relative rarity among species. 

We kept our calculation of each rarity metric and weight application 
procedure the same across approaches for valid comparisons, though it 
should be noted that these approaches in the literature used different 
calculations within their rarity metrics. For instance, Harrison et al. 
(2019) used a convex hull (extent of occurrence) method to calculate 
geographic rarity and maximum occurrences of museum data within a 
month for numeric rarity compared to our kernel density (area of oc-
cupancy) and sampling occurrence frequency method, respectively. 
Further, Maciel (2021) used maximum abundance within a month for 
numeric rarity. Such calculation differences do not affect our evaluation 
of how inclusion of these various rarity metrics affect an overall rarity 
index, however. 

We relied on the IUCN terrestrial habitat type map created by Jung 
et al. (2020) to extract information for calculating the habitat specificity 
index (hsi) used in Maciel (2021). Specifically, we used Version ver004 
of the level II IUCN habitat type classifications publicly available at https 
://uploads.users.earthengine.app/view/habitat-types-map to identify 
the habitat type at each location of the 492 samples. The accessed map 
was representative of habitat types as of 2015 with a resolution of 0.1 
km and identified seven habitat types that were sampled in the bee 
dataset (Table 2). The habitat specificity index was then calculated as 
the inverse of the maximum number of occupied habitat types (hmax) for 
each species i. The normalization, standardization, and weighting pro-
cess for this metric was performed as previously described. 

If different approaches to calculate species rarity indices result in 
differently ordered species rankings, then the change in a species rank 
will alter the interpretation of the relative rarity of that species. It Table 1 

Output of paired, two-sided, Wilcoxon Signed Rank Tests of the difference in the 
number of rank shifts from the precursor index to the final rarity index when 
weights were applied to scaled distances of each rarity metric with increasing 
values of the exponential parameter x. The optimal x was decided when the null 
hypothesis that there was no difference in rank shifts between x and x + 1 was 
not rejected.  

x Median 95 % CI V-statistic P-value 

1  − 3.0 − 4.0 – − 2.0 4819 < 0.0001 
2  − 1.5 − 2.0 – − 1.0 3620 < 0.0001 
3  − 1.0 − 1.5 – − 0.5 3170 < 0.0001 
4  − 1.0 − 1.0 – − 0.0 3099 < 0.001 
5  − 0.5 − 1.0 – − 0.0 2386 < 0.01 
6  − 0.0 − 0.0 – 0.0 3015 0.68  

Table 2 
Distribution of the 492 bee samples among IUCN terres-
trial habitat types – level II – per Jung et al. (2020) from 
most to least.  

Habitat Type Samples 

Temperate Forest 286 
Temperate Shrubland 152 
Arable Land 30 
Pastureland 17 
Temperate Grassland 4 
Plantations 2 
Inland Wetland 1  
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follows that differences between approaches are responsible for the 
observed changes in relative rarity of a species between one approach 
and another. Therefore, to test the hypothesis that a species rarity index 
comprised of phylogenetic and functional originality in addition to 
rarity metrics provides a different interpretation, and thus a more 
informed index, of species relative rarity, we determined differences in 
species rankings among the four rarity index approaches with a series of 
Friedman tests on species rarity ranks using the friedmanTest function in 
the PMCMRplus package (Pohlert, 2021). Since the quantile threshold 
that defines a rare species is at most the first quartile but can vary 
otherwise depending on the study or resources available for conserva-
tion applications, we performed three Friedman Tests to address dif-
ferences among deciles, quintiles, and quartiles between the ordered 
rarity rankings of each index and the corresponding rarity ranks of every 
other index, for a total of twelve Friedman Tests (Pohlert, 2021; Gaston, 
1994). We then determined differences between approaches with pair-
wise comparisons at each quantile with post-hoc Conover-Tests on the 
same matrices used for the Friedman tests using the frdAllPair-
sConoverTest function with a ‘holm’ correction for multiple comparisons 
in the same package. 

3. Results 

There were differences among the approaches to calculate species 
rarity indices when evaluated by deciles, quintiles, and quartiles 
(Table 3). Specifically, when evaluated by deciles, the SpORtI approach 
that included all five rarity and originality metrics ranked species 
differently from the classic approach (numeric and geographic rarity) as 
well as the r-metric approach (numeric, geographic, and phenological 
rarity). Although our SpORtI approach did not differ from the habitat 
approach, which included numeric and geographic rarity as well as 
habitat specificity, the habitat approach was different from the classic 
approach but did not differ from the r-metric approach. Only the SpORtI 
approach differed from the classic approach when evaluated by quin-
tiles, though this difference was not significant (p < 0.10) when quar-
tiles were considered. The r-metric approach did not differ from the 
classic approach in any quantile. Finally, visual examination of the 
distribution of differences within each decile between the classic 
approach and each of the three other approaches showed that the 

addition of the habitat sensitivity index or phenological rarity exhibited 
few differences in species rarity rankings for rare, as well as common, 
species (Fig. 2; Table A4). 

4. Discussion 

4.1. Rank differences among approaches 

By comparing species rarity rankings among indices that differed in 
terms of the metrics included, we were able to identify metrics that did 
not have a discernable impact on species ranks and for which inclusion 
in rarity index calculations is not supported. For example, we found that 
combining all three rarity metrics (r-metric approach) did not provide a 
more informed rarity index than the classic approach. Since the differ-
ence between the r-metric and classic approaches was the addition of 
phenological rarity in the r-metric approach, including phenological 
rarity in the calculation did not produce a more informed index for bees. 
In contrast, all three metrics of the r-metric approach were also included 
in SpORtI. Therefore, the differences in relative species rarity between 
SpORtI and both the r-metric and classic approaches highlight the 
important role that functional and phylogenetic originality play in 
providing a more informed rarity index for bees since it provides addi-
tional and unique information and results in a different order of species 
rarity ranks. 

Including a habitat specificity index (habitat approach) in addition to 
numeric and geographic rarity metrics resulted in different rarity 
rankings than the classic approach, but the similarity with the r-metric 
approach combined with its inability to demonstrate a difference with 
the classic approach across larger quantiles suggest limitations on the 
role of habitat type in providing new information to bee rarity indices. 
For instance, mean differences in species ranks between the habitat and 
r-metric approaches with the classic approach within the first two dec-
iles were small and unlikely to shift those species into different deciles. 
Consequently, species considered rare (in the first quartile of rankings) 
in the classic rarity index were largely the same species that were 
considered rare using the habitat and r-metric approaches, suggesting 
that the inclusion of habitat sensitivity provides the least information on 
the rarest species on which conservation efforts will be focused. 

Alternatively, SpORtI, which included rarity and originality metrics, 
provided enough new information to shift species ranks across all deciles 
compared to the classic approach, including those within commonly 
used rarity thresholds. Our index is based only on properties of the 

Table 3 
Friedman Test results on three degrees of freedom of differences among rarity 
index approaches (Chi-squared statistic, P-value) and post-hoc Conover Tests 
evaluating pairwise differences between approaches (t-statistic, P-value) with 
results of the reference approach in ranked order from most to least rare 
compared across deciles (9 degrees of freedom), quintiles (4 degrees of 
freedom), and quartiles (3 degrees of freedom). Significant results (<0.05) are 
emboldened, trends (<0.10) italicized, and non-significant results (NS) 
unmodified.  

Quantile Reference Classic Habitat R-Metric SpORtI 

Decile Friedman 30.0, 
0.0001 

18.4, 
0.0005 

16.3, 
0.001 

9.8, 0.05  

Classic – ¡3.4, 0.05 − 1.7, NS ¡5.1, 
0.0005  

Habitat 2.9, 0.05 – 1.5, NS − 1.0, NS  
R-Metric 0.7, NS − 2.1, NS – ¡2.7, 0.05  
SpORtI 3.1, 0.05 1.4, NS 1.7, NS – 

Quintile Friedman 15.0, 
0.005 

12.1, 0.01 3.5, NS 7.1, 0.1  

Classic – − 2.4, NS − 1.2, NS ¡3.6, 0.05  
Habitat 2.1, NS – 0.5, NS − 1.9, NS  
R-Metric − 0.5, NS − 1.2, NS – − 1.7, NS  
SpORtI 1.9, NS 1.9, NS 2.4, NS – 

Quartile Friedman 12.0, 0.01 9.3, 0.05 2.7, NS 3.3, NS  
Classic – − 2.1, NS − 1.1, NS − 3.2, 0.1  
Habitat 1.8, NS – 0.3, NS − 1.1, NS  
R-Metric 0.0, NS − 1.3, NS – − 0.8, NS  
SpORtI − 1.3, NS 0.0, NS, 0.3, NS –  

Fig. 2. Mean rank differences (as index values) within each decile between the 
classic approach (numeric and geographic rarity) and the r-metric (numeric, 
geographic, and phenological rarity), habitat (numeric and geographic rarity 
and habitat specificity index), and SpORtI (numeric, geographic, and pheno-
logical rarity, and phylogenetic and functional originality) approaches. 
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species (Kondratyeva et al., 2019), and thus not subject to some of the 
limitations of previous rarity indices that were based on properties of the 
habitat, which required broad assumptions on the species-habitat re-
lationships across species. For instance, the dataset used here was 
regional (520,000 km2) in scale yet two of the seven habitat types 
recorded – Temperate Forest and Temperate Shrubland – represented 
89 % of the samples. This was undoubtably due to the study design 
which sampled forest openings and illustrates a broader issue that the 
incorporation of habitat descriptors into rarity calculations can easily 
lead to biased interpretation since not all habitat types of a study region 
are likely to be equally represented in the dataset, which would be 
needed to accurately determine the relationship among species and 
number of habitat types. Biased representation of habitat types can also 
occur due to active management practices or natural processes (i.e. 
pollinator plantings, fires, floods, land-use change) during which species 
were sampled that eventually would alter community composition 
(Harrison et al., 2018; Leong and Roderick, 2015). Our findings also 
showed that 31 % of species were equally the most specialized to habitat 
type and therefore did not contribute much additional information to 
rare species already identified without the inclusion of habitat. It is 
possible that the hierarchical level of habitat type classification used in 
our calculation was too coarse, and that habitat types of finer resolution 
would yield greater variability in the habitat sensitivity index among 
species. However, it is not clear which hierarchical level of habitat types 
bees respond to best, and some areas are yet to be provided with finer 
resolution classifications. Relying instead on species traits to determine 
the relative order of species rarity circumvents these pitfalls. 

4.2. The five rarity metrics and data augmentation: 

We demonstrated for the first time a rarity calculation method that 
combines a comprehensive suite of individual components that 
encompassed rarity in terms of numeric, geographic, phenological, 
phylogenetic, and functional rarity and originality metrics into a single 
composite rarity index. Our approach provides solutions to difficulties 
associated with establishing rarity rankings for some taxa and addresses 
influential factors of rarity besides those included in previous calcula-
tions (Kondratyeva et al., 2019). For example, abundances or viable 
population sizes are widely used to calculate numeric rarity but can be 
difficult to estimate for species that are particularly difficult to sample 
and, consequently, for which abundance estimates are difficult to 
obtain. Additionally, taxa that exhibit multiple or plastic reproductive 
strategies, some of which are social or facultatively social, can skew the 
interpretation of differences in abundances among locations since 
multiple bees may represent multiple nests in some areas but not others, 
even within the same species (Harmon-Threatt, 2020). More complex 
calculations could address some of these issues for individual species 
assessments, but not for hundreds of species simultaneously (IUCN, 
2021b; Maciel, 2021; Panjabi et al., 2020; Drever et al., 2012; Mace 
et al., 2008; Gaston, 1994). Relying instead on species occurrences for 
numeric rarity and accounting for reproductive strategy in the func-
tional originality metric mitigated these issues by standardizing the 
interpretation of numeric rarity among species and separating species 
with varying socialities. For instance, 68 % of species in our dataset were 
solitary, which is representative of bee species more broadly (Kocher 
and Paxton, 2014). Every female of a non-parasitic solitary species has 
the potential to establish a nest. Fewer species are social, but every nest 
of a social species will be occupied by multiple individuals and therefore 
more likely to be represented. Since functional originality considers 
socialities that are less common to be more unique, social species will be 
generally considered rarer than solitary species for the reproductive 
strategy component of the functional originality metric. Thus, SpORtI 
removes some of the biases associated with social bees perceived as less 
rare because they may be encountered more often by chance. 

Another advantage of SpORtI is its incorporation of phylogenetic and 
functional originality. Eliminating the need for chronological data by 

focusing instead on the order of divergence events facilitated phyloge-
netic comparisons among the species of this study. This method illu-
minates the possibility for researchers without the genetic expertise, or 
the funds to conduct phylogenetic analyses on research specimens, to 
include phylogenetic originality in their rarity calculations (Kon-
dratyeva et al., 2019). As previously discussed, other rarity indices 
largely avoided the inclusion of functional traits in deriving species- 
specific rarity weights due to the lack of extensive life-history knowl-
edge needed of each species and the uncertainty of which traits to 
consider (Kondratyeva et al., 2019; Kunin and Gaston, 1997; Gaston, 
1994). Most diverse taxa, including bees, comprise species with un-
known life history traits. Our approach demonstrates that educated as-
sumptions can provide a more informed rarity index than previous 
approaches that omitted functional originality by calculating functional 
originality as a composite metric. 

For an extreme conceptual example, suppose a species of bee with 
unrecorded biology other than body size of the specimen was included in 
a dataset. Assigning a functional originality score based only on the body 
size may inaccurately represent the functional uniqueness of that species 
because a very large or small bee (in our dataset) would receive a high 
functional originality score regardless of other traits. Combining body 
size information instead with conservative assumptions regarding 
functional uniqueness prevents misrepresenting the contribution of the 
one known trait towards the functional originality score of the species 
while accounting for its incomplete profile by weighting that uncer-
tainty with trait commonness. In our comprehensive approach, this 
species would be assigned the categories of highest probability – those 
most common – of sociality, nesting substrates, and diet specialization in 
addition to its measured body size. Our conservative treatment of this 
hypothetical species would not yield a high score of functional origi-
nality due to the commonness assigned to its unknown traits. Since 
functional originality is one of five metrics considered in the rarity index 
calculation, the influence of the unknown traits and their assignments of 
commonness would be restricted, allowing species with high scores of 
rarity in other metrics to still be evaluated as rare. Finally, as the natural 
history of this taxa continues to be unveiled, these assumptions will be 
removed and replaced with trait certainty of species which will result in 
a higher functional originality score. This process should then direct 
land managers to focus conservation efforts on a subset of species based 
on knowledge, while highlighting the need for study and empirical ob-
servations of species with incompletely documented life histories. 

The calculation of our functional originality metric is advantageous 
because it considers the unique combination of species traits, each of 
which can influence the vulnerability of species, as they deviate from the 
most common combination of traits along a continuous axis. It is likely 
that the most common set of species traits represents species tradition-
ally thought of as habitat generalists; however, an important distinction 
between our approach and those of studies that label species as gener-
alists or specialists is that our calculations focus on the differences of 
trait combinations among species within the study, which may or may 
not align with the global habitat generalist – habitat specialist com-
parison. This approach keeps the metric relative among the species of 
the study area regardless of the scale, which is most relevant to land 
managers who need rarity information on species specific to their area of 
interest. 

We also demonstrate an important application of publicly available 
biodiversity databases that we used to enrich our dataset to provide 
more complete spatial and temporal windows of activity for species of 
interest than what could be extracted from the project dataset alone. 
Other studies have also derived rarity indices from historic museum data 
(e.g., Harrison et al., 2019; Volenec and Smith, 2021), yet their inclusion 
of augmented numeric rarity calculations required the need for stan-
dardization of sampling efforts among the collections represented. The 
Species Originality and Rarity Index is not limited by this requirement, 
but takes advantage of the growing repositories of historic data for the 
other four rarity and originality metrics that are species-specific rather 
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than study-specific. 

4.3. Index flexibility and limitations 

Our rarity index was modeled from the metrics reviewed in Kon-
dratyeva et al. (2019). Therefore, the final list of species-specific rarity 
weights was composed of elements specific to species rather than 
habitat, emphasized rarity, and could be replicated in future studies of 
bees and other taxa. Although our procedure involved lumping species 
that were taxonomically uncertain and required assumptions on their 
life-history traits, these assumptions reflect the limitations of existing 
data rather than our approach. The extent to which these decisions 
influenced the rarity index values and the ensuing conservation rec-
ommendations is unclear, though we took steps to error towards a loss of 
precision to present originality scores that are conservative; thus, our 
choices are less influential to the final rarity index (Fig. A3). We argue 
that incomplete life histories of species do not justify the omission of 
originality metrics in the creation of a rarity index, which is supported 
by our findings that the inclusion of originality metrics provided a more 
informed rarity index than with a habitat specificity metric or only rarity 
metrics. Bees and other diverse taxa are historically difficult to evaluate 
for rarity due to under sampling, unresolved taxonomy, and ongoing 
investigations into the fundamental knowledge of their natural life 
histories (Chapman, 1999). Yet as our understanding of individual 
species increases, so will our knowledge of their phylogenetic and 
functional attributes, which will result in greater precision in the as-
signments of relative rarity through our approach, possibly shifting the 
values for individual species with respect to originality metrics. The 
fundamental nature of the five rarity and originality metrics considered 
in SpORtI emphasizes the potential to adapt our rarity index to calculate 
relative rarity in other taxa with complete and incomplete life history 
profiles. 

Our work addresses a means to organize incomplete life history in-
formation by uniting a large body of literature focused on ecological and 
evolutionary processes while establishing ranks of species rarity in a 
community and study context. Though numeric rarity was derived only 
from our sampled dataset, the other four metrics represent a compilation 
of dozens of publications (Appendix A), which increased the scope and 
scale of input data for the index. For example, our index approach is not 
limited to the scale of the study area since the area of occupancy was 
calculated from augmented data that ranged throughout the United 
States and Canada. However, the calculation of geographic rarity only 
considers the overlap of the area of occupancy of a species with the study 
area to provide a local (study-relevant) understanding of geographically 
rare species. This suggests that studies of very localized areas may likely 
find a higher proportion of species to have 100 % coverage in their focal 
area without refining the resolution within the area of occupancy 
calculation. Also, the historic data used to augment geographic and 
phenological rarity were readily available and easily acquired through 
the GBIF repository, but data used to compute phylogenetic and func-
tional originality metrics were obtained in a piece-meal manner, which 
may be perceived as a difficult task adopting this approach to new 
studies or inclusion in management decisions. Another advantage to our 
approach is that the baseline work for the originality metrics of these 
species is completed and included in the supplemental material. 
Therefore, future work that involves species which overlap the 218 
species in this study will have less information to gather from the 
literature. If expanded, more studies could build on this baseline infor-
mation by contributing phylogenetic positions and functional attributes 
of species into a centralized database that includes original sources of 
the data, which would streamline the extraction of these relationships 
and maintain consistent and accurate information on species traits for 
not only rarity studies but also others that utilize phylogenetic or 
functional attributes. 

Our study represents the most comprehensive methodology for 
deriving a species rarity index for bees based on species traits; however, 

there are aspects of bee ecology not included in our calculations that 
could influence species rarity. For instance, we based our numeric rarity 
calculations, as well as the species pool considered, on a regional 
dataset. Although this has the advantage of keeping applications and 
interpretations of SpORtI consistent with the effort of the study or sur-
vey, it has the disadvantage of possibly not including all known species 
of the study area as well as those absent due to sampling effort or intra- 
and inter-annual variation, which is true of most short-term bee surveys. 
These details are not considered explicitly within the calculations of 
SpORtI, but their effects would largely be limited to the calculation of 
numeric rarity. A solution to the issues associated with small sample size 
and studies of short duration is to base numeric rarity on multiple 
studies by standardizing sampling effort as in other bee-rarity studies 
that relied on Bartomeus et al. (2013), though the studies chosen and the 
standardization of sampling effort should be performed with care since 
the study areas may not overlap the region of interest and sampling 
methods may bias the collection of different species (Prendergast et al., 
2020). We also did not consider subcategories of functional attributes, 
such as the full gradient of sociality classifications, oil or resin collecting 
and other specialized foraging behaviors, excavation or cavity nesting 
behavior within the substrate, preferences for soil textures or hard 
versus soft wood, polyester versus wax gland secretions, or cell linings of 
waterproof secretions, any of which may provide a more complete un-
derstanding of species rarity. Through our approach, additions or al-
terations in how the numeric rarity metric, or a component within the 
functional originality metric, is calculated are unlikely to greatly shift 
species positioning within the rarity index owing to the influence of the 
other four metrics and/or three components of functional originality 
(Fig. A3). We nevertheless recommend that these species-specific dif-
ferences be considered when using SpORtI or deriving rarity indices. 

The process by which the metrics were combined in our study 
differed from other rarity index calculations as well. Our calculations 
first created a combined index that averaged the normalized and stan-
dardized positioning of species within each metric while accounting for 
most non-independence between metrics before averaging (e.g. Maciel, 
2021; Trevelin et al., 2017; Leitão et al., 2016) and then rarity weights, 
determined by the data, were applied to produce the final index. 
Alternatively, weighting metrics on rarity before averaging can result in 
a biased rarity index, especially if metrics were not standardized prior to 
weighting. For example, species abundances are naturally skewed dis-
tributions of many scarce species and few abundant species. Without 
first standardizing across metrics, many species with high scores of 
numeric rarity will likely receive a disproportionate weight compared to 
other metrics, resulting in a rarity index disproportionately influenced 
by numeric rarity following averaging. This can be mitigated by 
applying rarity weights to separate the cluster of, for instance, numeri-
cally rare species before averaging. However, these transformations are 
often arbitrary, vary among studies, and make the evaluation of species 
in terms of rarity difficult, especially when more than two metrics are 
involved or the metrics were not standardized (Maciel, 2021; Kunin and 
Gaston, 1997; Gaston 1994). Our approach lets the data determine the 
weights applied to species by limiting the influence of unstandardized 
rarity based on the decile in which species were ranked in the combined 
index. We chose to use deciles to constrain weighting effects rather than 
of other quantiles to ensure that the index was founded on standardized 
calculations. For instance, using quartiles on a dataset of 100 species 
should shift species on average 8.3 % of the total number of rankings in a 
range of 0 to 24 ranks, while the expected rank shifts using deciles is 3.4 
% with a narrower range of up to 9 ranks. It is unclear how our choice of 
deciles versus a different quantile would affect the overall rarity index 
and conservation recommendations, but conservation measures, and 
rarity indices, are focused on the rarer end of the rare-common spec-
trum, which typically ranges from 5 % up to 25 % (Gaston, 1994). 
Deciles, therefore, do a better job of preserving the unbiased ranking for 
species rarity at thresholds <25 % compared to, for example, quartiles 
and <20 % compared to quintiles and quartiles. Thus, SpORtI limits the 
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number of ranks that species can shift due to rarity weights and there-
fore is a rarity index that was largely a product of unweighted averaging 
with a higher resolution emphasis on high rarity scores in metrics. 

The Species Originality and Rarity Index indicates the relative 
rareness of each species compared to all others in the index and is 
therefore conceptually based on general patterns of species-specific 
traits. Since the index value of any species is only informative in the 
context of the suite of species in comparison yet the occurrence of each 
bee species is dependent on plant phenology, geographic location, inter- 
and intra-annual variations in weather, climate, and other factors not 
explicitly considered in the index (Stemkovski et al., 2020), it is 
important to note that index values are not replacements for individual 
species assessments in the field. Rather, SpORtI can serve to inform 
conservation lists of species to consider for evaluation for protection or 
management. A set of species rarity weights applied to bee assemblages 
in an area of interest can identify hotspots of rarity and influential fac-
tors of the habitat, which can then provide land managers information 
on where rare bee species can be conserved as well as where to target 
management practices to enhance or restore rare species. Finally, 
although we did not consider non-native species in this analysis, SpORtI 
may provide a useful monitoring application of introduced species 
considering their often unique combination of traits and their antici-
pated growth in abundance and expansion in range. 

5. Summary 

The conservation practitioner dilemma of how to balance available 
resources while maximizing the likelihood of achieving conservation 
goals needs an approach that provides the most informed index of 
relative rarity among species possible (Vane-Wright et al., 1991). Vali-
dation of any rarity index would require comparable demonstrations of 
population declines in every species considered (standardized proof of 
vulnerability), which is infeasible. This paper instead debuted SpORtI, a 
novel rarity index that includes metrics of rarity on the commonness 
(numeric rarity), range size (geographic rarity), activity period 
(phenological rarity), phylogeny (phylogenetic originality), and 
ecological traits (functional originality) of species. These metrics are 
conceptually supported in the literature to collectively produce a more 
informed understanding of relative species rarity than approaches that 
do not include them, and our findings demonstrated that the additional 
information from originality metrics does result in a different interpre-
tation of which species are most rare, and thus most likely in need of 
conservation intervention. The species rankings could be evaluated 
exactly as generated by SpORtI, or the index may be used to guide the 
focus of experts to a narrower list of candidate species for listed pro-
tection. The data for these five metrics of rarity exist for most taxa; 
therefore, we further suggest its exploration with bees as well as other 
taxonomic groups. Overall, the methodology used in SpORtI has the 
potential to streamline our understanding of how anthropogenic modi-
fications to the landscape, including conservation management prac-
tices or other changes to environmental factors, affect rare species. It has 
the added promise to serve practitioners with conservation objectives 
focused on an individual taxon as well as those with more community- 
based conservation schemes. Thus, we anticipate that adoption of 
SpORtI will lead to better conservation decisions in the interest of 
conserving rare species. 
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